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Abstract

- The most regular of all geomagnetic variations is the solar quiet daily (Sq) variation, attributed to the two vortices flowing in the E-region of the dayside ionosphere.
- We investigate the time-dependent parameters of Sq variation for the historical minimum of solar activity in 2008, based on data from 75 INTERMAGNET observatories and 46 SuperMag stations.
- Quiet days were selected using the ‘Measure of Anomalousness’ (MA) algorithm, based on fuzzy logic.
- We present global maps of seasonal Sq amplitudes of X, Y and Z components. The resulting amplitudes are in line with CMIT simulations.
- We analyze equivalent Sq current system using observatory data from narrow European-African latitudinal segment.
- Sq current system also strongly depends on solar activity, as current vortices are strongest in the local summer-hemisphere and disintegrate during local winter.

Comparison with CMIT Simulations

Fig. 3. Sq amplitudes of X, Y and Z components obtained from ground observatory data (left), and those from Coupled Magnetosphere Ionosphere Thermosphere (CMIT) model (right) for E-season in 2008.

Equivalent Sq Current System Modelling

Fig. 4. Equivalent Sq current system for 4 seasons in 2008 in the Northern hemisphere, and monthly averaged position of Sq focus altitude.
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